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Figure I.1  Headquarters for Health

Source: courtesy New York city Department of health and Mental hygiene.
Note: The health Department headquarters at 125 worth Street, a few blocks north of city 
hall in lower Manhattan. The building was constructed with New Deal funds during the 
Depression and also housed the city’s departments of hospitals and sanitation.



Figure I.2  Health Districts

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: in the 1930s, the health Department divided the city’s five boroughs into thirty 
health districts of about 200,000 residents each for purposes of data gathering and 
analysis, planning, and program delivery.
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Figure 1.1  Mary McLaughlin

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: Mary Mclaughlin, a department veteran who championed the expansion of outpa-
tient care in poor neighborhoods, first proposed the transformation of district health cen-
ters into full-service clinics in 1965.
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both the public and private sectors but underestimated the intransigence 
of large bureaucracies and the commitment of government officials to 
maintaining control of their fiefdoms.

almost immediately, turf battles broke out among the four constitu-
ent agencies that had publicly supported their consolidation into the 
health Services administration superagency. The four commissioners 
resented not having direct access to the mayor and clashed with brown 
over having to go through him.72 brown’s every move as health services 
administrator represented an intrusion on someone’s territory. when he 
appointed an administrator to oversee all narcotic services in the city, for 
example, the chief of the community Mental health board, which had 
its own drug programs, went over brown’s head to complain to lindsay 
that brown had overstepped his authority.73 Mary Mclaughlin, an early 

Figure 1.2   A New Commissioner

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: when Mayor John lindsay (right) swore in edward o’Rourke as health commis-
sioner in February 1967, the department had been without a permanent, full-time leader 
for more than a year, during which time its status as an independent agency was in 
doubt.
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Figure 2.1  Gordon Chase

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: Gordon chase, whom Mayor lindsay named to the post of health services admin-
istrator in 1969. chase was widely admired within city government for his managerial 
ability, but the city’s doctors opposed his appointment because he did not hold a medical 
degree.
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Figure 2.2  Protesting Abortion Regulation

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: a flyer announcing a July 1970 rally protesting the board of health’s proposed re-
strictions on where abortions could be performed. Some abortion-rights activists claimed 
that restricting the procedure to hospitals would make it inaccessible to poor women. at 
the top of the flyer, an unidentified health Department employee has written: “7/10/70 
From the few related discussions i have had the COST seems to be the major source of sup-
port for those opposing the health code.”
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were done in hospitals. about 43 percent of women receiving abortions 
were nonwhite, and about 10 percent were Puerto Rican.

in 1971 New York city recorded its lowest maternal mortality rate on 
record, fulfilling the hopes of those who had predicted that the change in 
the law would lead to fewer deaths from women having the procedure 
done in illicit and unsafe conditions.132 Free-standing clinics devoted to 
abortion proliferated. by 1972 there were twenty-one such facilities op-
erating in the city; they performed about half of all abortions and dispro-
portionately served women who came from outside the city. costs of the 
procedure varied significantly, with the voluntary hospitals being the 
most expensive (and performing the smallest percentage among the 
types of facilities).133

New York was one of several jurisdictions that the u.S. Supreme 
court cited when it ruled, two and a half years after Pakter and the ob-
stetrics advisory committee completed their work, that the constitution 
protected a woman’s right to abortion. “Mortality rates for women un-
dergoing early abortions, where the procedure is legal, appear to be as 
low as or lower than the rates for normal childbirth,” the court stated in 
Roe v. Wade. “consequently, any interest of the State in protecting the 
woman from an inherently hazardous procedure, except when it would 
be equally dangerous for her to forgo it, has largely disappeared.”134 The 
battles sparked by Roe would be a central front in the “culture wars” 
waged in the last decades of the twentieth century. That these clashes 
often took place at the level of state and federal government policy 
makes it easy to forget the pivotal role played by the New York city 

Figure 2.3  Abortion Hotline

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: after abortion became legal in the New York State in 1970, the New York city health 
Department contracted with Planned Parenthood to operate an information hotline, which 
it publicized with a series of posters.
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Figure 3.1  Bellin Takes Charge

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: lowell bellin (left) is sworn in as health commissioner by Mayor abraham beame 
in January 1974. before the end of the year, New York city would begin its slide into  
insolvency.
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possibility of closing some institutions grew stronger. The chair of the 
community board of Metropolitan hospital center angrily demanded 
that Mayor beame fire bellin. The board members wrote to bellin, “Your 
constant and flagrant disregard for the poor people of this city will no 
longer be tolerated.”78 Two dozen black ministers marched into city hall 
and occupied Mayor beame’s office, where they chanted, clapped, and 
conducted prayer services to demand bellin’s ouster. “his uncaring at-
titude and utter insensitivity,” said Rev. william Jones, pastor of the 
bethany baptist church in brooklyn, “disqualify him for any position 
that has to do with the lives of ordinary people.”79 District council 37, 
which represented health care workers, organized many protests. Victor 
Gotbaum, the head of District council 37 and one of the city’s most pow-
erful political figures, also called for bellin’s resignation.80 That someone 

Figure 3.2  Protesting Bellin

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: a flyer for a protest of a talk by health commissioner lowell bellin, who came under 
attack during the fiscal crisis for his efforts to close public hospitals. The flyer emphasizes 
the multiple roles that bellin played in the city’s health care system.
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tion, and family ancestry; their history of travel and exposure to toxic 
substances; their medical history, including previous sexually transmit-
ted diseases and prescription medications taken; and “lifestyle” habits, 
such as recreational drug use. each subject was asked an extensive and 
specific list of questions about his sexual history, including age of first 
sexual activity, estimated number of partners per year, proportion of 
partners encountered in sex clubs and bathhouses, and frequency with 
which penis, tongue, and hands had been inserted into mouths and rec-
tums. all patients were also asked to donate blood for laboratory testing.9

The most prominent differences to emerge between the cases and con-
trols were the number of sexual partners, the proportion of partners met 

Figure 4.1  A Mysterious New Epidemic

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: a hand-drawn graph by health Department epidemiologists from March 1982 shows 
the temporal distribution of diagnosed cases of the immune suppression in the city. The 
first cases of the mysterious syndrome, which did not yet have a name, had begun to ap-
pear in 1978, but the connections between the cases were not recognized until three years 
later.
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immune suppression in November 1982, Thomas and Friedman worked 
with colleagues in New Jersey and the cDc to determine if this was the 
same condition that was being seen in adults. To seek out possible addi-
tional cases, they reviewed all requests that pediatricians had made over 
the previous several years for pentamidine, a rarely used drug for treat-
ing PcP. (an unusually high number of requests for the drug had been 
one of the ways in which cDc officials had picked up on the initial out-
break of immune suppression among gay men.) They also examined 
death certificates from 1978 through 1982 of all children under age five 
who had died of pneumonia, and when possible, they interviewed the 
parents.15 in more than half the cases, one or both parents was an injection 
drug user or was born in haiti; among children for whom no parental 

Figure 4.2  Investigating Patient Zero

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: a hand-drawn graph showing the sexual contacts of “Patient Zero,” the canadian 
flight attendant who was the focus of one of the early epidemiological investigations con-
ducted by the centers for Disease control in collaboration with the health Department. 
The cells show each contact’s date of sexual exposure, symptom onset, and diagnosis with 
an opportunistic infection.
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Figure 4.3  AIDS Hotline

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: when a blood test for the aiDS virus became available in april 1985, the health De-
partment set up a hotline to answer questions about the disease and the test. The virus 
would eventually be named human immunodeficiency virus (hiV), but at the time it was 
known as hTlV-iii.
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the time there were about seventy-eight children under age twelve known 
to have contracted aiDS in New York city. Fifty-two were deceased; of 
the remaining twenty-six, four wanted to attend school.119 in keeping 
with the new policy, Sencer appointed a panel, made up of two employ-
ees from the health Department, employees from the board of educa-
tion, and the president of the united Parents association, to review the 
four cases. Not waiting for the panel’s decision, officials from Districts 27 
and 29 held a press conference on September 4 in which they called for a 
moratorium on enrolling children with aiDS in school. For the event, of-
ficials flew in Daniel carter, the president of the kokomo school board 
that had voted to keep Ryan white from attending school.

Three days later, on September 7, the panel reviewing the children’s 
cases announced its decision. of the four children with aiDS known to 
the city, one was determined to be well enough to continue attending 
school. The child was a second-grader who had been going to classes the 

Figure 4.4  Press Conference on Children with AIDS

Source: william Sauro/The New York Times/Redux, with permission.
Note: health commissioner David Sencer (at lectern) and Mayor ed koch (right) answer 
questions at a press conference about the city’s policy of deciding on a case-by-case basis 
whether children with aiDS would be allowed to attend school. at left are board of educa-
tion president James Regan and Schools chancellor Nathan Quinones.
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fect that chavkin and kristal sought. after the study results were re-
ported in the Times, the koch administration announced a $1.6 million 
increase in health Department funding that enabled the number of pub-
lic health nurses to be increased to nineteen from seven; pregnant women 
and women with newborns were to be housed in a select group of shel-
ters where special services would be available to them.14

homelessness posed a particular problem for people with aiDS. 
Their condition placed them at heightened risk for the contagions that 
spread easily in barracks-style shelters; they also faced the threat of vio-
lence from hostile fellow residents should their condition become 
known. although the official policy of the human Resources adminis-
tration was to provide people with aiDS with private rooms in welfare 
hotels, in fact it was well known that there were hundreds of them in 
shelters, either because they had not received an official diagnosis or 
were afraid to come forth with their condition to a social worker, or be-
cause there were no private rooms available for them at the time of a 
hospital discharge.15

Figure 5.1  Children and Poverty

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: health commissioner Stephen Joseph presents data on the city’s infant mortality 
rates at a city hall press conference in 1986. concern among local politicians about child 
health was heightened by the rise in the city’s homeless population and the cutbacks to 
federal safety-net programs during the Reagan administration.



Figure 5.2  AIDS Prevention Poster

Source: courtesy of the National library of Medicine.
Note: one of a series of aiDS prevention posters that the department debuted 
in 1987. The poster’s strong linkage of sex and death was typical of many pub-
lic health messages about sexually transmitted diseases.



Source: courtesy of the National library of Medicine.
Note: one of the department’s first aiDS prevention posters emphasized the im-
portance of women’s self-protection by depicting condoms among the contents of 
a purse.

Figure 5.3  AIDS Prevention Poster
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the program began, the city council voted overwhelmingly for a resolu-
tion calling for the program to be ended.129 by that time just thirty-two 
people had enrolled.130

The program did grow steadily over the following year, and Joseph, 
committed to seeing it through, investigated the possibility of quietly 
expanding it to other sites. by mid-1989, however, the mayoral campaign 
was in full swing, and koch requested that the expansion be delayed 
until after the election. The other five candidates for mayor opposed the 
program, and when Manhattan borough president David Dinkins, who 
had been outspoken in his criticism, defeated koch in the Democratic 
primary, the demise of the city-run needle exchange was certain. Din-
kins ended the program as soon as he took office in 1990.

This was not the end of needle exchange in the city, however. activists 
began distributing clean needles illegally in the bronx and harlem and 
on the lower east Side of Manhattan. Meanwhile, small-scale studies of 
the efficacy of syringe exchanges in other jurisdictions continued to be 

Figure 5.4  Rally for Needle Exchange

Source: chester higgins Jr./The New York Times/Redux, with permission.
Note: Demonstrators from community organization aDaPT (association for Drug abuse 
Prevention and Treatment) march in front of health Department headquarters in support 
of the city’s experimental needle exchange program in November 1988. The overwhelming 
public response to the program was negative, however.
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Figure 5.5  Controversy over Numbers

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: an acT uP flyer for a protest against the health Department’s downward revision 
of the estimated number of people with hiV in the city. activists accused Stephen Joseph 
of manipulating the numbers in order to justify what they saw as the city’s inadequate 
spending.



Figure 6.1  Homeless Shelter

Source: keith Meyers/The New York Times/Redux, with permission.
Note: The barracks-style shelters in which the city housed thousands of men on narrowly 
spaced cots in the 1980s were ideal settings for the spread of airborne contagions such as 
tuberculosis.
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human beings and to the importance of implementing sensitive, com-
munity based and effective programs to manage this epidemic.”66

The controversy exposed divisions within the aiDS advocacy com-
munity between gay activists, for whom civil liberties trumped other 
concerns, and groups representing people of color, for whom the sym-
bolic significance of the city’s first african american health commis-
sioner was paramount. For weeks, the episode played out in an embar-
rassingly public way and put Myers on the defensive before he had set 
foot in 125 worth Street. when Dinkins finally announced the appoint-
ment at city hall, two hundred acT uP protesters carried signs and 
chanted, “woody Myers, just you try it, we’ll go out and start a riot” (see 
figure 6.2).67

once on the job, Myers sought to shake up the health Department 
with business school thinking. he salted his memos with phrases like 
“asset basis” and “return on investment”; he proposed developing a 
new health Department logo that would anchor a publicity campaign 
for the agency to include coffee mugs and T-shirts.68 he adhered to a 

Figure 6.2  Protesting the New Commissioner

Source: angel Franco/The New York Times/Redux, with permission.
Note: acT uP members protest in front of city hall in January 1990, after Mayor David 
Dinkins announced the appointment of woodrow Myers to the post of health commis-
sioner. They were angered by aiDS policies Myers had reportedly endorsed during his 
tenure as indiana state health commissioner.
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health functions even in fiscal crises; a volume of cautionary essays titled 
Imminent Peril was the result.93 by that time, several unions had brought 
suit against the city seeking temporary injunctions that would prevent 
the elimination of programs such as school health, correctional health, 
and day care regulation.94 The budget that hamburg ultimately negoti-
ated with the mayor’s office was 15 percent below the prior year, rather 
than 25 percent below as in the budget Myers had submitted; the revised 
version rescinded the cuts that would have violated legal mandates and 
most endangered public health.95

The department’s budget crisis was a trial by fire that by all accounts 
hamburg handled ably. although her experience in public health was 
thin, hamburg had an impressive background, both personal and pro-
fessional, in medicine. her parents were nationally known physicians. 
her father, David hamburg, had been chair of the psychiatry depart-
ment at Stanford and president of the institute of Medicine; her mother, 
beatrix hamburg, had been the first african american admitted to Yale 
Medical School. Margaret hamburg had received her medical degree 

Figure 6.3  Hamburg Is Appointed

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: Margaret hamburg answers questions from reporters at the press conference at 
which Mayor David Dinkins announced her appointment to the post of health commis-
sioner in a permanent capacity.
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eighteen months after the strengthened program began to be put in 
place, the number of tuberculosis cases in the city had declined by 15 
percent from the previous year—to 3,235 from 3,811 (see figure 6.4). Frie-
den and his colleagues were stunned at the results that their efforts 
seemed to be producing. “i just couldn’t believe how quickly cases came 
down,” Frieden later recalled. “we looked at the data. was it wrong? 
had we made a mistake? but we had actually improved surveillance—
we had better surveillance but many fewer cases.”145 They wrote up a 
report and sent it to the New England Journal of Medicine, but the editors, 
skeptical that such a dramatic decrease could occur in so short a time, 
told them to wait another year to see if the trend continued and then re-
submit their article. The following year, new cases dropped even further, 
to 2,995, for a two-year decline of more than 20 percent.146 The portion of 
patients completing their treatment rose from about half to 90 percent; 
the percentage of cases that were drug-resistant declined from one-third 
to one-quarter.147 The journal accepted the paper.

although the swiftness of the decline drew widespread comment, an-

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: at a city hall news conference, Thomas Frieden (at lectern), director of the bureau of 
Tuberculosis control, announces a sharp drop in the number of tuberculosis cases. Frieden 
is accompanied by health commissioner Margaret hamburg and Mayor Rudy Giuliani.

Figure 6.4  Announcing a Drop in Tuberculosis
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cases. (The symptoms of St. louis encephalitis mimicked those of the flu, 
and most of these cases would turn out to be unrelated to the outbreak.) 
The epidemiologists needed to obtain samples from suspected cases rap-
idly so that the mosquito control efforts could be better targeted. They 
aimed to collect samples within a day of receiving a case report; because 
the department’s own laboratory did not have the capacity to test for St. 
louis encephalitis, fluids had to be shipped using commercial express 
mail services to the state laboratory in albany and the cDc’s arbovirus 
lab in colorado. More than two thousand specimens would ultimately 
be collected and shipped that fall.

as more potential cases were discovered, puzzling aspects of the epi-
demic nagged at layton and her colleagues. Some cases that seemed to 
show all the telltale symptoms were coming back negative on lab tests. 
in contrast to the cDc’s results, the state laboratory was reporting that 
it could not find St. louis encephalitis in the samples of cerebrospinal 
fluid it was receiving. on the hotline, meanwhile, callers kept mention-
ing dead birds.

unknown to the health Department, large numbers of birds, espe-

Figure 7.1  Press Conference on Mosquito Spraying

Source: courtesy New York city Municipal archives.
Note: health commissioner Neal cohen (right), flanked by Mayor Rudy Giuliani and Je-
rome hauer, director of the office of emergency Management, describes the areas desig-
nated for mosquito spraying in the fall of 1999.
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